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"The most successfull relaxing music from Switzerland" (SWISS TV) Relaxing, harmonic, instrumental

sound with ethnic touch. Lead Instruments include: Accoustic Piano, Accoustic Guitars, Mandolin Guitar,

Dobro Guitar, Cello, Duduk, Ethnic Flutes, Violin, 17 MP3 Songs in this album (78:32) ! Related styles:

NEW AGE: Ambient, NEW AGE: Relaxation Details: Back to Earth is a very successfull instrumental

project from Switzerland. They have a unique harmonic sound with numerous ethnic lead instruments.

Instruments include: Accoustic Guitars, Dobro, Mandolin, Accoustic Piano, Cello, Viola, Tenorsax,

Sopransax, Ethno-Viola, Hotchiku, Fujara Duduk, Low Whistle, Quenacho, Bansuri, Thin Whistle around

warm keyboard layer sounds. SENSUAL MIND - Producers note: The human brain is capable of the

greatest exploits. And yet reason alone will never succeed in fully comprehensing the existence of

mankind in its entirety. The childness of a soul enriched through carnal sin is needed in order to

experience the immeasurable and the irrational. Only once we open up to our sentiments does it become

possible to conciliate our thoughts, feeling and actions - and by doing so get closer to our true calling as a

holistic beeing. BACK TO EARTH always wanted to create music that moves people - precisely in the

way that Plato once said: "music and rhythm find their way into the secret places of the soul." We would

be very happy if SENSUAL MIND were to accompany you on this path. WE MARVEL AT THE

VAGARIES OF INTELLIGENCE. WHY DO WE OVERLOOK THE VAGARIES OF THE HEART (Seidel)

THE EAR AND THE SOUL RECOGNISE REPETITION. BUT THE HEART DOES NOT (Chamfort)

RATIONALITY SHAPES A PERSON. FEELING STEERS THEM (ROUSSEAU) FEEDBACK FROM

CUSTOMERS ALL OVER THE WORLD: Back to Earth - "the best in relaxing music" - "this is the

soundtrack for my heart and soul" -"The tracks generate a calm and harmonious mood, ideal for relaxing

and dreaming. Music that awakens hidden feelings and won't let you go" - "Music for emotional moments"

- "Artistic, poetic, meditative" - "Smooth harmonies.....to lighten your mood" - "An ocean of deft and

graceful sounds" - "Balm for stressed-out souls, peace for restless minds, a tonic for hard-core realists,

they dare you to dream" -"Instrumentals that enchant" - ".... persuades ever more stressed individuals to

slow down, listen and relax". "Your music gets under my skin" - "Sinuous music" - "Your music makes me
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think I have wings" - "Listening to this music, I could go on dreaming for ever" - "Caresses for the soul" -

"Your music gives me strength and joy"-"Music from the heart" - "Your music stays with me all day" - "My

patients imbibe this music like medicine for the soul" - "Your music has changed my life" - "The sound of

beauty. Absolute relaxation and a wonderful feeling" - "Wonderful music that helps one to day-dream,

relax, reflect and enjoy life" - "A journey into the land of dreams, beautiful" - "To relax, calm,and delight,

wonderful" "...the best music I ever heard, I listen to it every day" - "can't wait for your new CD..."
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